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Since the Sept. It will enable the firm to maintain its loyal customers with great service and lure new
customers through other value oriented propositions. Strategic Profile Company overview: Ford Motor
Company is one of the largest automobile manufacturers in the world which Henry Ford is the founder. A
breast cancer awareness campaign was created in which celebrities are enlisted to tell how breast cancer has
affected them. At the end of Sept , three Ford assembly plants were working scheduled overtime. During the
recession, the Ford starting to cut cost to reduce their promotional budget and cancelled all the promotion
advertising. Current layoffs due to lower production levels will continue to raise concerns among employees
about their job security. Does Ford have too much cash? Conclusion Ford Motor Company is considered one
of the largest automobile makers throughout the world. Alliance strategies of fuel with the globally efficient
cars. Production 3. In the past it has also produced heavy trucks, tractors and automotive components. Would
you elect cash or stock? Demand and trend for hybrid energy vehicles. As the Ford Motor Company started
out with only ten employees, it has grown to employ over , employees worldwide, this is to include being Ford
offered the Lifeguard safety package from , which included such innovations as a standard deep-dish steering
wheel, optional front, and, for the first time in a car, rear seatbelts, and an optional padded dash. New
technologies developed by the competitor or market disruptor could be a serious threat to the industry in
medium to long term future. The company was started by Henry Ford in and is historically famous for the
creation and implementation of the assembly line in manufacturing processes. Ford has gain global
recognition by staying focus to its product and by delivering to the customer a full range of vehicles with
outstanding fuel economy. Which later helped him develop Ford Motors? Pricing Strategies Ford has
implemented their own pricing strategies which are more demand or market based pricing oriented. Strong
brand recognition as affordable and safe vehicle. Recommendation 22 Ford is successful when it sells cars.


